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Abstract

Recent advancements in spontaneous text-to-speech (TTS) have enabled the realistic synthesis of creaky voice, a
voice quality known for its diverse pragmatic and paralinguistic functions. In this study, we used synthesized creaky
voice in perceptual tests, to explore how listeners without formal training perceive two distinct types of creaky voice.
We annotated a spontaneous speech corpus using creaky voice detection tools and modified a neural TTS engine
with a creaky phonation embedding to control the presence of creaky phonation in the synthesized speech. We per-
formed an objective analysis using a creak detection tool which revealed significant differences in creaky phonation
levels between the two creaky voice types and modal voice. Two subjective listening experiments were performed to
investigate the effect of creaky voice on perceived certainty, valence, sarcasm, and turn finality. Participants rated
non-positional creak as less certain, less positive, and more indicative of turn finality, while positional creak was
rated significantly more turn final compared to modal phonation.
Keywords: speech synthesis, voice quality, creaky voice, speech perception

1. Introduction
Advancements in generative modeling have sig-
nificantly improved text-to-speech (TTS) technolo-
gies, allowing for the use of spontaneous data
that reflects the intricacies of genuine human con-
versations.(Székely et al., 2019b). Spontaneous
TTS models effectively reproduce characteristics
absent in read speech, such as fillers (Székely
et al., 2019a), and they extend the prosodic
spectrum beyond the uniform patterns found in
scripted speech corpora (Ben-David and Shecht-
man, 2021). A recent area of focus in sponta-
neous speech synthesis is the realistic genera-
tion of non-modal voice qualities, such as creaky
voice (Lameris et al., 2023b,c). Voice quality, in-
cluding phonation types such as creaky, breathy
or tense voice, is used to convey pragmatic and
paralinguistic information (Campbell andMokhtari,
2003). Creaky voice can signal the end of a turn,
and it serves to distance the speaker from the con-
tent of their message (Lee, 2015). This charac-
teristic makes it a valuable tool for expressing no-
tions such as certainty in TTS-based dialogue sys-
tems, with the potential to enhance the expressive-
ness and nuance of an interaction. To harness
voice quality within communication technologies, a
deeper understanding of the multifaceted relation-
ship between voice qualities and their communica-
tive roles is needed. This study, thus, investigates
the effect of creaky voice on listeners’ perception
of speaker stance and turn taking behaviour.

This research was supported by the Swedish Re-
search Council projects Connected (VR-2019-05003),
Perception of speaker stance (VR-2020-02396), the
Riksbankens Jubileumsfond project CAPTivating (P20-
0298).

2. Background
2.1. Properties of Creaky Voice
Creaky voice refers to several phonation types that
generally exhibit a low rate of glottal fold vibra-
tion (F0) that is often irregular (Laver, 1980) and
is articulated with a constricted glottis, as well as
low glottal airflow (Keating et al., 2015). Vocal
fry, a term that is often used interchangeably with
creaky voice (Dallaston and Docherty, 2020), dis-
plays similar characteristics, but has a regular F0

(Keating et al., 2015).
The utility of creaky voice is diverse, encompass-
ing a range of pragmatic, socio- and paralinguis-
tic functions. Lee (2015) identifies five types of
creak based on the function the creak serves.
Among these, positional creak is the most com-
monly observed, serving as a prosodic cue to
mark phrase finality, extending over multiple syl-
lables or even words (Davidson, 2019). Acousti-
cally, positional creak shares similarities with non-
constricted creak, characterized by highly aperi-
odic and irregular vibrations (Keating et al., 2015;
Lameris et al., 2023c). Positional creaky voice ap-
pears to play a role in turn taking. In Laver (1976),
the use of creaky voice is claimed to signal a turn
yield for speakers of Received Pronunciation when
accompanied by a low falling intonation. Włodar-
czak and Heldner (2022) found that the speech
before non-overlapping speaker changes had less
modal phonation than those ending in turn holds.
In contrast, non-positional creak, which lacks posi-
tional constraints, exhibits acoustic properties akin
to vocal fry (Lameris et al., 2023c; Keating et al.,
2015). Non-positional creak serves various func-
tions, including indicating parenthetical comments
and humor, sometimes extending beyond textu-
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ally parenthetical phrases (Lee, 2015). Addition-
ally, creaky voice can signal the speaker’s stance
towards a preceding utterance. According to Lee
(2015), the use of creaky voice in stance-taking of-
ten conveys a sense of detachment. This detach-
ment is also evident when creaky voice serves as
a hedging device in face-saving contexts (Butler,
2017), as it allows the speaker to distance them-
selves from the lexical content. The amount of
creaky phonation present affects the nature of this
perception. When a full utterance is uttered in a
creaky voice, it is argued to convey a sense of
“bored resignation” (Laver, 1980). Finally, Fónagy
(1981) suggests that creaky voice is present in ex-
pressions of sarcasm or irony.
Several studies have been performed regarding
the perceptual judgments related to creaky voice.
The results, however, paint a complex picture
with little consensus, especially regarding female
creaky voice (e.g. Wolk et al. (2012)). In Yuasa
(2010), the results suggest female creaky voice
is perceived as professional and associated with
young urban women. In Anderson et al. (2014)
and Taylor et al. (2022), on the other hand, a neg-
ative impact of female creaky voice in terms of per-
ceived intelligence and labour market prospects is
described that appears to be less marked for male
creaky voice (Greer and Winters, 2015). The re-
sults in Ligon et al. (2019) echo this complexity
with creaky voice being rated as vain and disin-
terested, although some participants rated female
creaky voice as sophisticated and cool.

2.2. Synthesis of Creaky Voice
In an early TTS study on the role of creaky voice
quality in the perception of emotion and attitude,
Gobl and Ní Chasaide (2003) found that creaky
voice stimuli received low scores for interest and
happiness. Several TTS papers have investigated
the synthesis of creaky voice in the HMM era of
speech synthesis (Raitio et al., 2013; Csapó and
Németh, 2013b,a) to enhance the diversity and ex-
pressivity of synthesized speech. Recently, neu-
ral creaky voice synthesis has been achieved in
two ways. In Lameris et al. (2023b) creaky voice
was modelled implicitly using pitch, as a result
of prosodic modification. Lameris et al. (2023c)
trained a TTS system on a corpus with automatic
creak annotations, and achieved natural-sounding
creaky phonation.
While Lameris et al. (2023b,c) used experts to rate
the presence of creaky voice, this paper exam-
ines the perception of positional and parenthetical
(non-positional) creaky voice by listeners without
formal training, and finds that presence of creak
influences the raters’ perception of certainty, va-
lence, and turn finality. Samples can be found at:
www.speech.kth.se/tts-demos/lrec-creak/.

3. Method
3.1. Data
We obtained our spontaneous speech corpus
from a publicly available English-language multi-
modal multi-party dataset described in Kontogior-
gos et al. (2018) named AptSpeech. This dataset
consists of 15 multi-party interactions between a
mediator, who is kept the same in all interactions,
and two unique participants per session, in which
the participants were tasked with designing an
apartment on a large touchscreen with a GUI. The
data was collected with the intended purpose of
developing a social robot that could be used in col-
laborative tasks similar to the task presented to the
participants.
Each interaction consists of four distinct parts.
The mediator first made small talk with the par-
ticipants about their experiences in shared living
situations. Themediator then instructed the partic-
ipants about the setup of the experiment highlight-
ing the following aspects: The participants were
to design an apartment where they would hypo-
thetically live together for three months while be-
ing filmed for a reality television series. They had
70,000 crowns to purchase items to decorate the
apartment, and the mediator would give advice
as an interior decorator. Additionally, the medi-
ator explained the operation of the GUI. During
the extent of the experiment, the mediator gave
advice concerning aspects related to interior dec-
orating. Lastly, the mediator engaged in self-
directed speech, for example when adjusting set-
tings on the GUI. While the setup was identical in
each of the sessions and the moderator was pro-
vided with a general outline and topics to cover,
the interactions were unscripted. This structure
results in spontaneous yet pre-planned extempo-
raneous conversations for each interaction with
greater inter-session variation for the small talk,
advice, and self-directed parts, and less variation
for the instructions.
For this paper, the speech data described in
Lameris et al. (2023a) were used. This consists
of the mediator’s speech data that were extracted
and segmented into breath groups, sections of
speech between two breaths, of 1-11 seconds.
Those breath groups were transcribed using au-
tomatic speech recognition software. These tran-
scriptions were manually corrected and annotated
for filled pauses, audible breaths, turn-internal
pauses and turn endings. The annotations were
performed to be able to synthesize these speech
phenomena as to influence the speaking style at
inference, taking inspiration from Gustafson et al.
(2021). To diversify the control of speaking styles
and increase the stability of the synthesis, we
supplemented the corpus with audio of the me-
diator reading 1129 of the CMU Arctic sentences

www.speech.kth.se/tts-demos/lrec-creak/
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Figure 1: The per-word creak percentage and F0

of the read-speech (red) and spontaneous-speech
(blue) corpora.

(Kominek and Black, 2004) and 1132 sentences
read from online newspaper texts. The complete
corpus used has a duration of approximately 8
hours: 2h 26min of reading and 5h 40min of spon-
taneous speech.

3.2. Data Annotation
In previous studies on the role of creaky voice
on turn taking, the voice quality has usually been
manually annotated Ogden (2001). The corpus in
the current study was automatically annotated for
the use of creaky voice using the per-word per-
centage of creaky voice (creak percentage), which
includes voiceless segments similar to Lameris
et al. (2023c). Although creaky voice exclusively
appears in voiced segments, the annotation of
creak over voiced segments leads to a complex
distribution. Per-word creak percentage is used in
order to create a more learnable distribution. We
extracted the durations of creaky voice using two
publicly available python-based tools: DeepFry
(Chernyak et al., 2022) and CreaPy (Paierl et al.,
2023). DeepFry is a deep-learning based multi-
head classifier trained to classify creaky voice,
voicing, and pitch. We used the pre-trained model
that was trained on both the nuclear and pre-
nuclear datasets from the paper. CreaPy uses
manually selected features to detect creaky voice
including H2-H1, F0, residual peak prominence,
and zero crossing rate, optimized for recall.
We extracted word-level alignments using the
Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al., 2017)
and calculated the creak percentage for each word
for each detection method using Formula 1 in Ap-
pendix B. We aggregated the annotations from
each creak detection method using the heuristic in
Table 2 in Appendix B. Figure 1 shows the distribu-
tion of creak percentage for both the spontaneous
and read speech compared to the measured F0
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Figure 2: The per-word creak percentage and
distance to the sentence boundary for the read-
speech (red) and spontaneous-speech (blue) cor-
pora.

values, and Figure 2 shows the creak percent-
age with the distance of the word to the sentence
boundary.

3.3. Architecture
A modified version of the PyTorch implementation
of Tacotron2 was used1 (Shen et al., 2018). We
added an 8-dimensional speaker-like embedding,
similar to Valle et al. (2020), which is appended
to each utterance’s encoded text and passed on
to the attention and decoder blocks of the model.
This embedding serves to indicate whether the
speech is spoken in a read style or a sponta-
neous style that constitute the two styles present in
the corpus. Additionally we used a creak embed-
ding consisting of the word-level creak percentage
copied for each phone in the word, which is ap-
pended to the speaker-like embedding.
This model was initialised on a pre-trained read
speech model and trained for 70k iterations with
only the speaker-like embedding as published in
Székely et al. (2023). The model was finetuned
for a further 30k iterations including the creak em-
bedding as well. Themodel’s dimensions were ex-
tended for additional embeddings between these
steps as per Székely et al. (2023). The model
was trained on 4 NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 12
GB GPUs with batch size 28. 5% of the data was
withheld as a validation set. We used a HiFi-GAN
vocoder (Kong et al., 2020) finetuned on the same
corpus for 383k iterations on top of the pre-trained
model2. At inference, denoiser strength was set at
0.04. An overview of the architecture can be found
in Figure 3.

1https://github.com/NVIDIA/tacotron2
2https://github.com/jik876/hifi-gan

https://github.com/NVIDIA/tacotron2
https://github.com/jik876/hifi-gan
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Figure 3: The model architecture.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup
We conducted an objective analysis and two sub-
jective listening experiments. The objective analy-
sis aimed to quantify the creakiness present in the
stimuli from the subjective experiments, while the
subjective listening experiments were conducted
to assess the participants’ perception of creaky
voice. The first subjective experiment focused on
non-positional creaky voice, while the second ex-
plored positional creaky voice. In all experiments,
we utilized the TTS engine described in section 3.3
to synthesize stimuli with the following phonation
types: without creak (modal phonation), with non-
positional creak, and with positional creak. More
information about the synthesis can be found in
Appendix A.
For the subjective listening experiments, partici-
pants were asked to listen to the generated stim-
uli and rate aspects of the perceived stance of
the speaker as well as turn finality, phrased in
the following manner: “How certain does the
speaker sound” (certainty), “How positive does the
speaker sound?” (valence), “How sarcastic does
the speaker sound?” (sarcasm), “How likely is it
the speaker has finished speaking?” (turn final-
ity). Participants were informed that the speaker
is responding to someone in a conversation about
activities. The ratings were performed on a seven-
point scale, with 1 being the lowest rating (i.e. very
uncertain, very negative, not at all sarcastic, and
very unlikely to have finished speaking) and 7 be-
ing the highest rating (i.e. very certain, very posi-
tive, very sarcastic, and very likely to have finished
speaking).

4.2. Objective Evaluation
In the objective evaluation, we obtained the creak
percentage for the stimuli that were used in the
subjective listening tests using CreaPy (Paierl

et al., 2023) to measure the extent that creaky
phonation was present. It should be noted that
this was calculated over the full stimulus includ-
ing voiceless segments. The all-gender model
and the off-the-shelf settings for creak-probability
threshold and zero-crossing rate threshold were
used.

4.3. Non-Positional Creak Experiment
In the non-positional creak experiment, 20 creaky
and 20 non-creaky stimuli were synthesized, con-
sisting of two phrases. The first phrase served
an introductory purpose and was followed after
200mswith a phrase that in the creaky version was
synthesized with non-positional creak to simulate
parenthetical creak. The second phrase was am-
biguous in semantic meaning as to whether the
speaker was reacting sarcastically or genuinely.
The non-creaky stimuli were chosen to approxi-
mately match the prosody of the creaky version.
The following is an example stimulus with the po-
tential creaky phonation in italics: (1) A trip to the
desert, (2) isn’t endless sand and scorching sun a
cool experience? We recruited 25 native speakers
of English living inmajority English-speaking coun-
tries on Prolific3, who were paid £4.00 and com-
pleted the experiment in an average of 16 minutes
and 4 seconds.

4.4. Positional Creak Experiment
In the positional creak experiment, 20 creaky and
20 non-creaky stimuli were synthesized consisting
of the same introductory phrase as in 4.3, followed
after 200ms by a phrase that introduced seman-
tic ambiguity regarding its intended purpose as a
turn-yielding or a turn-holding cue. For the creaky
stimuli, the final noun phrase was synthesized with
positional creak, as indicated in italics. An exam-
ple of a stimulus is: (1) A trip to the desert, (2) it’s
a way to experience nature’s beauty.
We recruited 25 participants on Prolific using the
same criteria as in 4.3 and completed the experi-
ment in an average of 14 minutes and 54 seconds.

5. Results

Creak type Creak percentage
No creak 0.04±0.03
Positional creak 0.09±0.06
Non-positional creak 0.13±0.08

Table 1: The per-utterance creak percentage and
confidence interval for the stimuli, as obtained us-
ing CreaPy (Paierl et al., 2023)

3https://www.prolific.com

https://www.prolific.com
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5.1. Objective Evaluation
Table 1 shows the objective evaluation results. A
one-way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey, showed a
significant difference between positional and non-
positional creak (p=.04), positional creak and no
creak (p<.01), and non-positional creak and no
creak (p=.03). The means and 95% confidence
intervals are shown in the table.

5.2. Non-Positional Creak Experiment
Themedian ratings for each category can be found
in Table 3 in Appendix C. A Wilcoxon signed-rank
test showed a significant difference for certainty
(p=.04) where the creaky stimuli were rated as less
certain, valence (p=.0002) where the creaky stim-
uli were rated as more negative, and turn finality
(p=.008) where the creaky stimuli were rated as
more turn final.

5.3. Positional Creak Experiment
Themedian ratings for each category can be found
in Table 4 in Appendix C. A Wilcoxon signed-rank
test showed significance exclusively for turn final-
ity (p<.0001) where the creaky stimuli were rated
as more turn final.

6. Discussion
Our results indicate that participants without formal
training in phonetics could perceive synthesized
creaky phonation, and had a differing perception of
non-positional creak, positional creak, and modal
phonation. This suggests that there are clear per-
ceptual differences between these types of phona-
tion, highlighting the viability of using synthesized
creak for perceptual studies about speaker stance.
The perception of non-positional creak as less
certain and less positive than modal voice is in
line with findings about the perception of creak as
bored resignation in Laver (1980) as well as its as-
sociation with boredom in Gobl and Ní Chasaide
(2003). A possible reason for the perception of
non-positional creak as less certain than modal
voice is the usage of creaky voice as a hedge, in
addition to its function of distancing the speaker
from the speech (Butler, 2017; Lee, 2015). The
finding of decreased valence also echoes Gobl
and Ní Chasaide (2003). The result that creaky
voice suggests less certainty seems at odds with
studies by Ward (2006) and Lefkowitz and Sicoli
(2007), which have described creaky voice as
conveying an “authoritative” stance, often associ-
ated with greater certainty. A plausible explana-
tion might be the context and purpose behind the
speaker’s use of creaky voice in the dataset, par-
ticularly when it’s deployed in self-directed speech.
In such instances, creaky voice could be inter-
preted as conveying uncertainty. Although non-
positional creaky phonation was rated as less cer-
tain and less positive, it should be noted that the

median certainty and valence ratings for creaky
voice were still positive. This indicates that, al-
though creaky voice decreases certainty and va-
lence, it does not automatically imply uncertainty
or negative valence.
Although there are some associations with creaky
voice with rhetorical devices such as sarcasm,
irony (Fónagy, 1981), and derision (Lee, 2015),
our study’s findings reveal no significant differ-
ence in how participants rated sarcasm between
modal and creaky phonation. This finding sug-
gests that, although creaky phonation often ac-
companies sarcastic remarks, it may not serve as
the primary or exclusive cue for sarcasm percep-
tion. These results are in line with Yang (2021),
who found the presence of prosodic correlates of
creak, such as high jitter and a low harmonic-to-
noise ratio in sarcastic utterances, but did not find
a significant difference in the rating of sarcasm be-
tween creaky and modal voice.
Furthermore, we demonstrate that both positional
and non-positional creak are perceived as indi-
cators of turn completion. This observation ex-
tends beyond the commonly discussed phrase-
final role of positional creaky voice (Lee, 2015) and
its association with turn-taking mechanisms (Wło-
darczak and Heldner, 2022). The ambiguity sur-
rounding the exact function of creak in signaling
turn yields in English (Cutler and Pearson, 2018)
becomes even more pronounced when consider-
ing non-positional creak. However, our findings,
which resonate with those reported for German
and Swedish by Włodarczak et al. (2023), pro-
pose that creaky phonation is perceived as turn-
final whether occurring in the last voiced interval or
spanning broader temporal domains. This is also
in line with studies on creak as a turn-yielding cue
in Finnish (Ogden, 2001).

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated non-experts’ percep-
tion of positional and non-positional creaky voice
using neural speech synthesis. We annotated a
conversational speech corpus for the presence of
creak using two automatic creak detection tools.
The presence of creak was objectively analyzed,
showing three distinct categories for modal voice,
non-positional creak, and positional creak. In two
subjective listening experiments, non-positional
creak was rated as less certain, less positive, and
more turn final than identical stimuli synthesized
with modal voice. Positional creak at the end of an
utterance was rated as more turn final than modal
phonation. Future work includes investigating the
link between sarcasm, irony and creak, and how
it interacts with other indexations associated with
creaky voice. More research is required investi-
gating sociolinguistic aspects of the perception of
creaky voice, especially pertaining to gender.
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A. Creak Values at Synthesis
Although the creak percentage that was supplied
during training as the word-level creak embedding
contained values between 0 and 1, these values
were extrapolated between -1 and 3 at synthe-
sis. The different types of creak were achieved
in the following manner: the non-creaky phrases
were synthesized with a creak percentage of -1
for each phone, the phrases with non-positional
creak were synthesized with a creak percentage of
2 for each phone, and the phrases positional creak
were synthesized with a creak percentage of 0 un-
til the desired creak location and a creak percent-
age of 3 for the remaining phones. The speaker-
like embeddings were set with a 0.1x weight on
read speech, and a 0.9x weight on the sponta-
neous corpus.

B. Formulae and Heuristics

creak percentage =
total creak duration

total duration
(1)
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Creak Annotation Chosen Value
DeepFry>0 & CreaPy>0 Highest value
DeepFry>0 or CreaPy>0 Highest if value>0.1 else 0
DeepFry=0 & CreaPy=0 0

Table 2: The heuristic used in the creak annotation

C. Detailed Results

Non-positional creak No creak
Certainty 5 5
Valence 4 4
Sarcasm 4 4
Turn finality 6 6

Table 3: The medians for the non-positional creak
experiment. Bold indicates a significantly higher
rating.

Positional creak No creak
Certainty 5 5
Valence 5 4
Sarcasm 2 2
Turn finality 6 6

Table 4: The medians for the positional creak
experiment. Bold indicates a significantly higher
score.
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